
YKCC Cleansing Sub Committee (CSC) Monthly Report – March/April 2017

Common practices by bin men;

1. It was noted that Neil had to email LES management once more due to the 
handling of bins over fences and generally avoiding taking bins through 
inconvenient closes. 

2. Gavin added that some bins continued to be returned the wrong way round, or 
left out of bin shelters. 

Issues discussed;

1. There has been persistent dumping outside Kelvingrove Cafe, and opposite the 
Steamie. We have asked LES to look at this. The conclusion of the investigation 
was that no evidence of who had dumped the bins could be found. We continue to 
monitor. 

2. We decided to look at dog fouling, and approached community safety for a single 
point of contact to focus efforts regarding this. The areas of;

a. Yorkhill street
b. Lumsden Street
c. The western end of Old Dumbarton Road
d. Overnewton Sq. 
e. Minerva Way
f. Gilbert Street

Were decided to be our first areas of focus. CSG had yet to get back to us. 

3. We contacted the management of Drugstore Social at the top of Old Dumbarton 
Rd, regarding the sweeping of their bins. The practice has dramatically improved. 

4. We wish to run an article on Facebook regarding the various recycling points 
within our ward and are awaiting further information for this. 

5. We are beginning to look at enforcement of backcourts, including those that 
residents routinely dump in. We have asked for LES’ position on this. 

Issues dealt with mid month;

1. There was a large amount of bulk uplift dumped in the Cherry park, and evidence 
pointed towards Six by Nico. We asked for enforcement action. LES spoke 
informally to Six by Nico and by the time they had done that, the bulk uplift had 
been removed. While this outcome is disappointing in that no enforcement action 
took place, we note that Six by Nico were engaged. We will remain vigilant. 

2. Gavin is currently looking to help Iolla remove the many commercial bins from in 
front of their store front. He has engaged with some of the businesses within the 
area that the bins belong to, and is attempting to get LES to look at this issue
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